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QUESTION 1

You develop a webpage by using HTML5. You create the following markup and code: (Line numbers are included for
reference only.) 

You need to ensure that the values that users enter are only numbers, letters, and underscores, regardless of the order.
Which code segment should you insert at line 04? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 
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Example: 

Sometimes situations arise when user should fill a single or more than one fields with alphabet characters (A-Z or a-z) in
a HTML form. You can write a JavaScript form validation script to check whether the required field(s) in the HTML form 

contains only letters. ? 

Javascript function to check for all letters in a field 

view plainprint? 

function allLetter(inputtxt) { var letters = /^[A-Za-z]+$/; if(inputtxt.value.match(letters)) { return true; } else {
alert("message"); return false; } } 

To get a string contains only letters (both uppercase or lowercase) we use a regular expression (/^[A-Za-z]+$/) which
allows only letters. Next the match() method of string object is used to match the said regular expression against the
input value. 

Reference: https://www.w3resource.com/javascript/form/all-letters-field.php 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to write a self-executing anonymous function in JavaScript. Which code snippet should you include in the
function? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

References: http://esbueno.noahstokes.com/post/77292606977/self-executing-anonymous-functions-or-how-to-write 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

You are creating a page by using HTML5. 

You need to add a video named video1 to the page. The solution must ensure that video1 can be played by browsers
that can play MP4 files and browsers that can play OGG files. 

Which four code blocks should you use to develop the solution? To answer, move the appropriate code blocks from the
list of code blocks to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://www.w3schools.com/html/html5_video.asp 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing an HTML5 web application that provides a discussion forum for users. When a user registers to
access the application, the user enters an email address. 

Users can enter data that can result in cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks. 

You need to ensure that email input is as secure as possible. 

Which two techniques should you use? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.) 

A. Remove all nonalphanumeric characters before submitting data. 

B. Use the email tag in forms where the email address is entered. 

C. Display all email addresses inside of an HTML5 ADDRESS element. 

D. Use jQuery validation with a regular expression to ensure that email addresses are valid. 

E. Ensure that all form data is encrypted when it is submitted. 

Correct Answer: BD 

B: The  is used for input fields that should contain an e-mail address. Depending on browser support, the e-mail address
can be automatically validated when submitted. Some smartphones recognize the email type, and adds ".com" to the
keyboard to match email input. 

D: JQuery can be used to validate email addresses. 

References: https://www.w3schools.com/html/html_form_input_types.asp https://www.formget.com/email-validation-
jquery-codes/ 
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QUESTION 5

You are modifying a blog site to improve search engine readability. 

You need to group relevant page content together to maximize search engine readability. 

Which tag should you use? 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: B 

The tag specifies independent, self-contained content. 

An article should make sense on its own and it should be possible to distribute it independently from the rest of the site. 

Potential sources for the element: 

Forum post Blog post News story Comment 
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